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1 
This invention relates to improvements in ball 

game devices, and more particularly to amuse 
ment devices of the character in which a missile, 
such as a ball, is directed and propelled toward a 
target area by a person playing the game, and is 
of the character commonly termed “pin-ball” 
games. 
An object of this invention is to improve the 

construction of such games, to increase the in 
terest thereof, by producing novel and unusual 
eilects thereby. 
Another object of this invention is to provide 

a game device which a multiplicity of persons 
can play and which game device automatically 
traps the remaining missiles which are not in 
playing position upon the completion of the game 
by one of the players. 
A further object of the invention is to operate 

a game of the character described by propelling a 
missile into the target area, and to create thereby 
an effect simulating a game of playing cards, 
such as a game of poker, the results simulating 
various poker hands of cards and being counted 
in like manner. 
The invention may be constructed, according 

to one embodiment, by the provision of a target 
or playing ?eld, including a table or area simu~ 
lating a plurality of card game indicia, such as 
the suits of a standard deck of playing cards, 
which indicia have a plurality of holes there 
through, respectively, through one or another of 
which the ball or other missile may ?nd its way 
to energize scoring means electrically actuated 
and having a number of signalling elements 
which may correspond respectively with playing 
card scoring characters, whereby a novel and 
attractive arrangement of these parts is pro 
duced, whereby the game may be won in different 
ways, as indicated by the respective signalling 
devices. 
According to this embodiment, a playing table 

is used having provision for the projection of a 
ball or other missile into a target area, which 
target area preferably contains indicia repre— 
senting the respective suits of a deck of playing 
cards, such as “spades,” “diamonds,” “clubs” and 
“hearts.” A plurality of ori?ces, representing 
the respective rank of the playing cards, are pro 
vided adjacent each of the suit indicia, which 
said ori?ces are in position to receive the pro 
jected ball therethrough. Suitable obstructions 
are provided in the path of the ball or missile, 
such as a plurality of pins upstanding from the 
surface of each of the indicia. Provision is made 
whereby the ball, in dropping through the hole, 
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2 
will close an electric switch, which in turn com 
pletes a circuit through an indicator, such as a 
light on the backboard, and through a relay con 
nected in the circuit, which relay carries a mul 
tiplicity of contact points which are adapted‘ to 
close a portion of each of a plurality of circuits, 
which are indicated as three in the present in 
stance, so as to give various winning combina 
tions as result of the plays. The electrical indi 
cator, having suitable provisions for indicating 
through signalling devices the corresponding 
cards, will accumulate the results of suitable 
combinations as a result of a series of success 
fully propelled missiles so as to constitute a game, 
whereby the result of the score produced thereby 
is indicated on the signalling device or annuncia 
tor. Several such game devices may be asso 
ciated with each other and played one against 
the other for comparing the results produced 
thereby by different players. 
This embodiment of the invention is illustrated 

in the accompanying drawings, in which: 
Fig. l is perspective view of a plurality of 

game devices associated with each other for com 
parable action by different players; 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of one of the game 
tables detached; 

Fig. 3 is a similar view of one of the back 
boards, shown in open position and with a part 
broken away for clearness of illustration; 

Fig. It is a perspective view of one of the indi 
cator shields; 

Fig. 5 is a sectional view through a portion of 
the table showing the circuit closing means 
thereof; 

Fig. 6 is a bottom plan view of the circuit clos 
ing means; ‘ - 

Fig. 7 is a top plan view of a portion of the 
table showing the ball trap; 

Fig. 8 is a sectional view through the table, 
and with parts broken away and shortened in 
order to show the details of construction; 

Fig. 9 is a perspective view of the multiple 
point relay; 

Fig.‘ 10 is a sectional view taken on the line 
lii~lll of Fig. 9, looking in the direction indi 
cated by the arrows; ' 

Fig. 11 is a diagrammatic, pictorial illustration 
of the electrical wiring as associated with the‘ 
table and the backboard; and ’ 

Fig. 12 is a schematic wiring diagram showing 
the various relays and contacts for closing the 
various circuits. 
The invention is illustrated in Fig. lwith a 

plurality of game devices associated with each 
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other and supported on an elongated counter, 
generally indicated at I, adapted for playing ac 
tion by respective players. Each of the game de 
vices comprises a table generally indicated at 2, 
and a backboard 3, electrically connected to 
gether through a cable 4. Each backboard 3 is 
adapted to form an annunciator or indicator for 
designating‘ the 'scoreseproduced in playing the 
game, which-results are'shown electrically by the 
closing of switches at corresponding positions of 
the table 2, as hereinafter described. 
Where a plurality of such game devices-are 

associated with each other, as by being arranged 
in side-by-side relation as illustrated in’ Fig.1 l, 
the several backboards 3 maybe "connected 'to—' “ 
gether electrically and to a timing device, gen 
erally indicated at 5, for controlling the ‘action-of‘ 
all of them so as to regulate the maximum of play 
thereon, and manual control is providedby ap-‘ 
propriate control switch 48. 
The construction of, the table, 2 ‘is shown more‘ 

in detail-in. Fig'si2f5, i6; and "7.‘ This table com 
prises .an "enclosure in the form, of a‘relativ'ely 
?a't- box structure having .a, partition 6 therein, 
which'partition is uniformly spaced from the" top 
andrbottom of the table>2j and forms‘ a playing 
surface.= A transparent cover, 1 closes the top of 
the playing surface, being‘ spaced above the parti 
ti0n'6 ‘a'distance su?icient to accommodate the. 
movement of the ball or other missile therebe- ‘ 
tween.‘ 
The partition‘? is lformed-with ‘a target/area‘ 

at one end ‘portion thereof having a curved‘back 
wall '8 fordirecting the ball 'about'the target area. 
The azurved-‘wall 8 dformsna :continuation of the '~ 
outer‘side'of a guidechannel-B that extends‘along. 
one edge of the targetrarea‘... Atthe lower end of, 
theichannel 9 is mounted a propelling plunger l 0,‘ 
spring-pressed in the usual‘imanner‘ of; construct.-v 
ing such devices, sow-that‘upon-‘retraction of the 
plunger manually,’ the fspringt'will ‘ project‘ the 
same undericonsiderabl'e force; thereby propelling 
the ball,‘ indicated 'atill in'tFig, ‘7, through ‘the 
channeli? Jwith considerablesforce. ' The plunger 
l0 thus extendspthroughfthe frontwall of the 
casing \of the-table 2,71 in an accessible position, 
as shown in Fig. 2. 
The target‘area on the partitionv or platform 6 

isienclosed ‘onth‘e side‘ opposite‘ the-curved wall 8 
by an angular 'wall, [2,? provided adjacent ‘the 
apex thereof, with anaopening l3‘ ‘through the 
partition or platform 6, to allow the ball to drop 
through this openin'gintothe lower portion of the 
casing when‘iit‘passesthrough' the target area to? 
the wall I 2. It is preferable to have the partition 
6 parallel‘ with the transparent cover or. glass, 1, 
however, when the table is positioned on the‘ 
counter! it‘is'desirable toincIine the table ‘2 'so 
that the partition 6 isrinclined toward the player 
soithatith'e ball‘ ll‘ will‘return ‘by gravity toward 
theend' ofsthetablenearest the player; A sub 
partitionwGaY:is'positioned immediately below the 
partition 6 and whentthe table is'inclined in the 
position as shown in Fig. 8, the sub-partition 6a 
will have a slightly ?atter-angle than partition 6. 
but will beof'such' ‘angle thatthe ball will return 
by gravity downward therealongruntil‘itengages 
an'angularly disposed wall 30'to direct the ball I I 
through aniopening 6b in partition 5 so as to 
direct the ball into the'original- playing position in 
the\lower. end~0f~channel'-9.~- In the game as 
shown, ‘only one ball is.used,~.which*bal1 automati 
cally returns to position in the lowerend of chan 
held! to ‘be re-played- assoon .asit'can close‘ the 
circuitiby. passing throughthe :target: area‘ and 
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4 
through one of the holes l8, unless the ball trap 
3| is positioned to restrain the ball from entering 
channel 9 to be re-played, as Will be more fully 
described hereinafter. If the ball fails to pass 
through one of the holes [8, it will drop through 
the hole [3 without closing a circuit, and thus be 
returned to be replayed. 
The target'are'a on the-"platform or‘ partition 6 

is~provided 'with’a series of indicia,‘ preferably 
formed in shapes representing the respective suits 
of‘ a deck of cards, such as “hearts,” “clubs,” 
“diamonds” and “spades,” which are designated 
generally at M in Fig. 2. A row of upstanding 
pins v15l‘extendsitransversely across the target 
arearadjacentthe indicia l4, forming abutments 
for obstru'cting'the‘ movement of the ball ll onto 
the-respective indicia. An additional upstanding 
pin is shown at l6 in the mid-portion of the target 
area-‘adjacent the wall 8 to form an initial ob 
struction for the ball. A second row of upstand 
ing-pinsi I‘! extendstr'ansversely acrossthe target 
area‘iadjacent‘ the opposite ‘edges of : the lindicia 
l4>=toiformifurther obstructions for the'balli 
Intermediate. thepins'xlS and .H, openings [8 

are formed throughtthe platform or partition'?; 
?ve'such ‘openings 18 being .provided in each in-‘ 
dicia I4, in the form illustrated, for the purpose 
of representing and corresponding‘with the ?ve 
highest? playing cards of the correspondingr'suit, 
as-thewf‘acei’ “king,” “queen,” “jack” and “ten.” 
Beneath the openings l8 are switch devices, as 

shownin‘FigsuBand 6', adapted tox'be actuated by 
thelball 'H 'ini-dropping'gthro‘u‘gh the '‘ openings. 
Onesuch switch'device is‘provided for each open~~ 
ing ‘for the"- purposei'of- energizing ‘a ‘circuit to' 'an 
annunciator "that 'will‘ designate *the“ particular 
opening through which the balliihas'zdropped; and 
to‘ energize ‘a .multi-point- relay; such .as‘ is .indi 
cated-b'y-Riin Figs; 9,10‘ and 12.1‘ 

A-switch' mechanism has‘ been shown ‘which has 
spring‘ contact 19, attached Lto-the ‘underside of‘ 
the ‘platform-or“partition'G, in'position to be‘ 
engaged‘ by‘ a contact Mlfmovablei relative there' 
to and pivotally mounted at 2| on'th'e underside 
of the‘ partition 6." A spring‘ 22 is connected'with 
the movable contact 20lnormally tending-to main 
tain'the contact in its full line-position in Fig. 5, 
but ‘adapted to yieldlfor movement of the contact 
to'its dotted line position‘ therein when the pro 
jecting end 23 of the contact member is engaged 
by the ball dropping through the hole 18 there 
over. This projecting end underlaps the hole, as 
shown‘ in Figs. 5 and 6, in ‘position to be engaged 
by th‘eballin dropping therethrough. 

It'is, intended‘ that .the contact 20 should be 
maintained in closed position. until the game is 
completed. Accordingly, I have provided an en 
gaging?ngerllt,pivotally mountedat -25 on the 
underside of the partition 6 in overlapping-rela 
tion. with the projectingend 23- of the- contact 
member, so'that' upon vdepressing of- said end by 
engagement of“ the-ball therewith, the ?nger“ 
will, drop to its dotted line position in Fig. 5, and 
hold the contact 20 in engagement with the spring 
contact 19-. 

At-the» conclusion-of the-Igame; the ‘contacts 
can» lee-releasedsimultaneously by a ‘bar 26, ex-' 
tending transversely over the projecting-ends 23> 
ofeach set of contact members 20 in position for 
slidable engagement with the-?ngers 24;'to return 
the ?ngers from ‘their ‘dotted‘iline ‘positions to 
their-full 1ine‘positi0ns,‘ithus releasing the con-v 
tact members 20rand‘allowing1thesprings 22 ‘at-‘7 
tached thereto-to restore the=contacts .20 to their 
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full line position, breaking the circuits at the 
contacts [3-20. 
The bars 26 for tripping the holding ?ngers 

24 are adapted to be actuated simultaneously 
and are mounted on the underside of the plat 
form 6. These bars are connected by cables 2'! 
with a core 28 of a solenoid 29 mounted on the 
underside of the platform 6, so that upon ener 
gizing of the solenoid, the cables 27 Will be actu 
ated to move the bars 26 forward and disengage 
the trip arms 24, after which the bars 2!; are 
returned to their normal positions by springs 
attached thereto. 
On‘ the sub-partition 6a of the casing of the 

table 2 is an inclined guideway 30, as shown in 
Figs. 2 and '7, in position to receive the ball H 
from the openings l3 and I3, for directing the 
ball back through the opening 6b and into the 
lower end of the channel 9. Arranged trans 
versely of the guideway 33 is a trap door 3| con 
nected with the core 32 of an electro-magnet 33. 
The magnet 33 acts, when energized, to project 
the door 3| into the path of the ball ll, when 
moved along the guideway 30, to trap the ball 
and prevent its entrance to the channel 9 at 
the completion of a game, as will be described 
more in detail hereinafter. _ 
The backboard 3 constituting the annunciator 

includes a structure shown generally in Figs. 3 
and 4, and diagrammatically in Fig. 11. This 
annunciator or backboard comprises a casing 
which is shown as having a door 34 on the front 
side thereof and hinged thereto for opening and 
closing movements. The casing contains a mul 
tiplicity of electric lamps, arranged in a suitable 
pattern, as desired, such as the radiating lines 
illustrated in the drawings. The number and 
disposition of these lamps will depend generally 
on the number of openings [8 provided in the 
indicia [4 on the target area of the table. The 
lamps in the respective rows are designated at 
35, 3B, 31, 38 and 39. A lamp 4!! at the center 
of the group of lamps forms the point from which 
they radiate. 
The lamp 411 is intended to represent the 

“joker” in the deck of playing cards and to be 
common to the respective rows of lamps. How 
ever, the lamps 35-—39 which correspond with 
the cards represented by the respective open 
ings I8 will indicate into which of the openings ' 
the ball has dropped. The ?ve rows of lamps, 
in the form illustrated, correspond with the ?ve 
holes in each of the indicia l4, one row corre 
sponding with the “aces” of the respective suits; 
another row the “kings”; another row the 
“queens”; another row the “jacks”; and the 
?fth row the “tens.” The suits of the cards are 
preferably arranged to form some symmetrical 
pattern; in the present instance they are formed 
into a star, with the same suit occupying the 
same outwardly spaced distance with respect to 
the center on each radial branch of the star, 
so that it is possible for the attendant to visually 
ascertain when a “flush” is lighted on the back 
board. However, it is to be understood that 
other arrangements of the annunciator indicia, 
such as a square, circle or the like, may be used 
without departing from the spirit of the in 
vention. 
The lamps 35—40 are adapted to be enclosed 

in shields carried by the hinged door 34, as 
shown in Fig. 3. A center shield 4| is in posi 
tion to cover the lamp 40 and groups of shields 
42 are arranged in a pattern corresponding with 
the arrangement of the lamps 35—39. The 
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6 
shields 4l--42 are constructed of sumcient size 
and are opaque in the side walls thereof so as 
to enclose the interior of the shields against 
illumination passing into adjacent shields. Each 
of the shields 41-42, however, has a transparent 
or translucent cover face open to the front of 
the door 34, as indicated at 43 in Fig. 4, which 
transparent cover face 43 may be provided with 
indicia to indicate the particular card represent 
ed thereby. 
Mounted upon the backboard 3 is an indicator 

lamp 44 adapted to indicate the completion of 
the game. 
The wiring diagrams of the game device are 

illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12, from which the 
operation will be apparent. 
The detail wiring diagram showing the cir 

cuits and the contact points to close the various 
legs of the circuits to register the winning com 
binations, is shown in Fig. 12. In order to more 
clearly illustrate the device, the suit and the 
indicia rank of each card have been indicated 
by the appropriate symbol of the suit and the 
appropriate letter or number designating the 
indexof the card adjacent the particular dia 
grammatic point designated as “straights,” the 
suits being indicated adjacent and in alignment 
with the transverse and longitudinal rows of con 
tact points in the groups designated as “four of 
a kind” and “?ushes,” respectively, with the in 
dicia adjacent the particular contact point. 
The relay R, as shown in Fig. 9, has three sets 

of points 49, 56 and 51, each independently in 
sulated from the others, so that upon closing 
one of the switches l9-2ii a part of the leg of 
each or" the circuits 53, 54 and 36 to til-inclusive, 
will be closed toward completing a circuit 
through circuit 55 and through solenoid 33 of 
the ball trap and through “game complete” lamp 
43 to the source of the current. 
Each of the independent binding posts 62, 63 

and 94 and each of the contact points 49, 50 and 
51 are insulated from each other and are re 
spectively connected to circuits 33, 53 and 56 to 
83, inclusive. One of these relays is provided 
for each card shown and each time the relay 
closes a portion of each of the three circuits is 
closed and by the successive closing of the right 
combination of relay points in one of the three 
circuits designated as “four or a kind,” “flush,” 
or_“straight,” a circuit will be completed to light 
the “game complete” lamp which is in series 
with the solenoid 33 of the ball trap of the same 
table which is being played. The solenoids 33 

. of the ball traps of all the ‘game tables are con 
nected in parallel with the circuit 65. Likewise, 
the “game complete” circuit 55 of each table 
has connected in parallel therein the ball trap 
solenoid 33 of the circuit of each indicator back 
board 3, as shown in Fig. 12 at 5511, by which 
arrangement the closing of the circuit 55 of the 
?rst table not only energizes the solenoid 33 
of the ball trap of the ?rst table but also ener 
gizes the solenoid of each of the other tables so 
as to close all of the ball traps simultaneously 
upon completion of any of the circuits of any 
of the tables. 
A perfect score comprises four “aces” and the 

“joker.” The “joker” will be indicated by the 
lamp 43, which is energized upon the closing of 
the switch 453 upon the starting of the game, 
being connected directly with the input circuit 
45. In order to get a score comprising four 
“aces,” it is necessary to project the ball suc 
cessfully into the holes corresponding with the 
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“aeesaoprour di?erent's‘uitsponerball being" used 
as‘ manywti'r'nes -‘ :as' required"? or until- the I 'clock 
interruptslth'e circuitTand-‘clear's the backboard 
3,*‘or' until some ' one 1 on another» i table 1 completes 
a igame'fby- successfully:projecting .therball i I I 
through. holes‘ I81'~sor'as= to" givea winning ‘come 
binatione of " “four 30f a " kind,’-’v “flush,” or‘ 
“straight.” 

The» input 1 circuit is I 'connectedriwith ' the ‘ ire-i" 
sp'ective lamps 35—39 through circuits'generally 
indicated at 46,1t-hroug'hr-a commonsupplyvcir 
cuit 41 which iscon'nected to opposite sides‘ofi 
the circuit 46 through the switch formedv'iby the 
contacts 39 and 2.0,’asindicated‘inFigsxlland 
121;" Thus; when the ball drops intoione'vofl the‘ 
openings I8 and closes the-contact'ZIt against the 
contact“); a circuit completed froinlth'e source 
of» supply‘ "414 through. - the switch‘ ‘ I 9—'2 0” and; the 
circuit‘ ~46 F 1to " the ‘corresponding -:1amps"=' 35-39, 
causing: energizing of the’ lattervand‘ienergizing? 
the relay R-through lines‘con‘nected tothe-ibind'~ 
ing posts ?l'ico'nnected‘ with the-solenoid thereof.‘ 
Each" time a relay R closes,-'~three'1sets ofsepar‘atd‘ 
lyiinsulated' points 49, 50 and ‘St closela ‘portion 
in-l'eachl‘of the circuits of “four of ‘a kind,”v “flush” 
and "straight? It is‘ only‘ ‘necessary "for'iour 
relays ‘of iany'designated rank, such as four “aces” 
or four “kings” or- thelike-to complete a circuit 
from the power supply line‘45a through the cir— 
cuits designated as~“four of- a kind” or “flush," 
the ‘current branching Oit-throughline ~52,*as 
shown-in'Fig; 12, andiollowi'ng therealong until 
one of thelines 53 has all points closed so'as to 
give a F‘four'of a kind” game,=or all of the points 
a-rerlclosed mom ‘of t‘he'lines 54; Upon the 
closing-of the- circuit 53 or “the current passes 
therethrough andon to linev 55 which leads to the 
ball trap and to the “game co'mplete”- lamp ~44 
and returns through circuit 45bfwhich indicates 
the completion of a game by‘ energizing lamp“. 

If the‘relays are closed in such manner as "to 
give a “straight,” the current passes‘irom' line 
45a through line'56 and through‘ any of 'the‘suc—> 
cessive relay points to line 51, ‘thence to line 53 
and through relay points and so‘ on through 59, 
60 and- to SI which joins with the‘circuit-55-lead 
ing to line 45b which closes the ball trap->33'and 
lights the “game complete” lamp “in a man— 
ner previously explained. When the game is 
completed a *‘game complete” lamp 44" will in 
dicate- such and the scoring-will be indicatedby 
the proper lights'showing thewinning combina 
tion. It~is~to~be'understood that’ many- lamps 
may be’ lighted but 'only- those-that contribute 
toward closing a leg-of circuits 53154,v or~56=tot so 
inclusive, contribute-toward winning the game;- > 
Asian example, ‘if the ball is ?rst-projected into 

the "hole‘ I8 representing the-“ace'of hearts,” a 
circuitis completed to one oi‘ the lamps 35; caus 
ing the latter to‘ beenergized. The ‘secondwhall 
may pass into "the hole corresponding with the 
“ace of clubs,” closing‘ the circuit to the second 
lamp 35. The third ball in like mannerv would 
close a circuit to the third lamp »35;\~indicating 
the “ace ofevdiamonds,” and the vfourth ball like 
wise indicates the‘?ace ofspades!’ This would 
complete the perfect game and upon ‘the-conclu 
sion thereof 1a circuit would be completed‘through 
the points v49 of the several relays R and-to the 
lamp “to indicate the completion of the game, 
also actuating the- solenoid 33 to trap all out 
standing-balls II. 
Other winning .gamesrmay be indicated ac 

cording to the positions-where the ball may fall 
successively-throughl-the several-holes: I8, ; as all 
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“acesi’i “kings-,7! “queens?.“jacks‘fiord‘tens’l’ re—'=' 
spectively of all suits of cards, or-representinge 
“straight,” as-i‘w‘ace," “king,” “queen,!’ “jackfl and 
“ten” allfof'the ‘same suit, such~asvf‘spades;-"= 
“diamonds,’-’ “clubs-‘K or “hearts?' _ 
Three accumulating circuits have been shown: 

in-‘Figs. 11 and 12, although different-combinw 
tions » or additional circuits of substantially-the 
samev arrangement - are ‘considered 'within‘the 
scope of-the present invention. 
The I circuits ' 46 are connected ‘with respective 

lamps 35—'-39 and-withinthe circuitMS'is-tho 
solenoid of relay R having multiplecontactsJO, 
‘BO-‘and 5 I thereon and separately ~insulated-there— 

‘ from so as-to closeanyrone of~thedegs .53,"-5l1or~ 
55 to'60 so as~to~give the correct-actionzupon; 
the “game complete!’ lamp: 44 andthesoienoid 
33‘ofthe balltrap.» I‘ p A 

At the completion‘ orthe gameroraftena deg-V 
nite time interval, the board may be" cleared- by 
de-energ-izing the supply circuit thereoi-by'the 
switch- 66,-‘althoughe-it is-preferred/to actuate the: 
electromagnet 29 to'trip the ?ngers“; ‘as dee~ 
scribed above, and- thereby» reset the v switches 
I9—-_20~;' This may be done manually bye-switch 
48, or by the master clock'control 5, after-a den-' 
nite interval of time. .Thecloclr control» 5 may 
serve also, if desired,» to control a plurality-of 
game‘ devicespas indicated- in ‘Fig; :1, which may 
be operated simultaneously by-‘dii‘feren-tplayersr 
While the I game » has been» described in ‘detail 

with respect to operating-multiple units rsimul— 
taneously by severalplayers; it is to be under-» 
stood that‘ each» game unit'may‘be played inde- 
pendently of theothers and thesamescori-ngme» 
sults obtained, and it may alsolber adapted ifora 
use with‘ conventionalcoin-chute equipment-to 
actuate the re-set switch “and either-the-game 
played with a single-balLes-above- described, or 
it may be played‘ with a plurality of-balls. ~ 
While 1 the ‘invention- has '- been illustrated- ‘and: 

described in one embodimentthereof, it is to be 
recognized that variations and changes'may be 
made therein without departing from. the invert- 
tion, as speci?ed in the claims.» ' 

I claim: _ 

l. A game ‘device of‘ the- character described 
comprising 7 a target area,‘ indicia‘ thereon = repre 
senting respective suits of playingecardsfa plu‘ 
rality of- circuit closers adjacent each of them 
dicia- to- represent respective cards of each'suit 
and in position to'be-closed-by- a missile-project 
ed over the target~area,-and- an annunciator‘in 
eluding a plurality of»sets_~of~ signallingdev-ices 
corresponding .respectively with -the~~respective 
playing cards-of the several suits and connected 
by electric circuits with the circuit closers mn 
dicate thereon winning groups of cards upon 
closing of the corresponding circuits to" thesigl 
nalling‘ devices. I 

2. In a game device'of'the'character’déscribed, 
the combination ‘of a targetare'a adapted "tore"; 
ceive a missile projected th‘ereover and including 
a plurality of indiciato represent respectivev suits 
of a deckv of playing cards, each of said indicia 
having-a plurality of circuit closing devices ad 
jacent thereto to represent respective cardsof 
each suit and each circuit closing device having 
a contact closing member adapted for engage-~ 
ment thereof by, the‘ missile ‘to ‘be moved to- a 
circuit closing- position, an annunciator-including» 
a plurality of groups of-signalling?devices» cor 
responding-with the/respective cards-of-the sev— 
eral » suitsvand- electrically connected with the 
circuit closing devices ofisaid-circuitsi-to indicate 
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the closing of the circuit closing devices upon en 
gagement by the missile. 

3. In a game device of the character described, 
the combination of a target area adapted to re 
ceive a missile projected thereover and includ 
ing a plurality of indicia to represent respective 
suits of a deck of playing cards, each of said 
indicia having a plurality of circuit closing de 
vices adjacent thereto to represent respective 
cards of each suit and each circuit closing device 
having a contact closing member adapted for en 
gagement thereof by the missile to be moved to a 
circuit closing position, an annunciator including 
a plurality of groups of signalling devices corre 
sponding with the respective cards of the several 
suits and electrically connected with the circuit 
closing devices of said circuits to indicate the 
closing of the circuit closing devices upon engage 
ment by the missile, and means for connecting 
said indicating devices together in a circuit ar 
ranged to indicate four cards of a kind in di?er 
ent suits. 

4. In a game device of the character described, 
the combination of a target area adapted to re 
ceive a missile projected thereover and including 
a plurality of indicia to represent respective suits 
of a deck of playing cards, each of said indicia 
having a plurality of circuit closing devices ad 
jacent thereto to represent respective cards of 
each suit and each circuit closing device having 
a contact closing member adapted for engage 
ment thereof by the missile to be moved to a cir 
cuit closing position, an annunciator including 
a plurality of groups of signalling devices cor 
responding with the respective cards of the sev 
eral suits and electrically connected with the cir 
cuit closing devices of said circuits to indicate the 
closing of the circuit closing devices upon engage 
ment by the missile, and means for connecting 
said indicating devices together in a circuit ar 
ranged to indicate a flush of the playing cards. 

5. In a game device of the character described, 
the combination of a target area adapted to re 
ceive a missile projected thereover and including 
a plurality of indicia to represent respective suits 
of a deck of playing cards, each of said indicia 
having a plurality of circuit closing devices ad 
jacent thereto to represent respective cards of 
each suit and each circuit closing device having 
a contact closing member adapted for engage 
ment thereof by the missile to be moved to a cir 
cuit closing position, an annunciator including a 
plurality of groups of signalling devices corre 
sponding with the respective cards of the several 
suits and electrically connected with the circuit 
closing devices of said circuits to indicate the 
closing of the circuit closing devices upon engage 
ment by the missile, and means for connecting 
said indicating devices together in a circuit ar 
ranged to indicate successive cards of different 
values. 

6. A game device of the character described 
comprising a target area, indicia thereon repre 
senting respective suits of playing cards, a plu 
rality of circuit closers adjacent each of the in 
dicia to represent respective cards of each suit and 
adapted to be closed by a missile projected over 
the target area, an annunciator including a 
multi-point relay, a plurality of sets of signalling 
devices corresponding respectively with the re 
spective playing cards of the several suits, electric 
circuits connecting said signalling devices with 
the circuit closers and including the multi-point 
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relay to close a portion of a plurality of circuits, 
and means connected with said last mentioned 
circuits to indicate a winning group of cards up 
on the completion of any of said circuits. 

7. A game device of the character described 
comprising a target area, indicia thereon repre 
senting respective suits of playing cards, a plu 
rality of circuit closers adjacent each of the in 
dicia to represent respective cards of each suit 
and adapted to be closed by a missile projected 
over the target area, an annunciator including 
a multi-point relay, a plurality of sets of signal 
ling devices corresponding respectively with the 
respective playing cards of the several suits, elec 
tric circuits connecting said signalling devices 
with the circuit closers and including the multi 
point relay to close a portion of a plurality of cir 
cuits, means connected with said last mentioned 
circuits to indicate a winning group of cards up 
on the completion of any of said circuits, and 
means for trapping said missile upon completion 
of one of said circuits. 

8. In a game device of the character described, 
the combination of a target area adapted to re 
ceive a missile projected thereover and includ 
ing a plurality of indicia to represent respective 
suits of a deck of playing cards, a plurality of 
circuit closing devices adjacent the indicia, an 
annunciator including a plurality of groups of 
signalling devices adapted to represent the re 
spective suits of the playing cards and the respec 
tive cards of each suit, electric circuits connect 
ing the ?rst-mentioned circuit closing devices 
with the signalling devices and controlled by said 
circuit closing devices, and a plurality of groups 
of circuit closers, each group comprising a plu 
rality of sets, auxiliary circuits connected with 
said groups of circuit closers and connected with 
said annunciator, one group having each of the 
sets of said circuit closers adapted to represent 
the corresponding cards in all the suits of the 
target area indicia, said sets being connected in 
parallel circuits, and a second group having each 
of the sets of said circuit closers adapted to rep 
resent the corresponding cards in all the suits 
of the target area indicia, the circuit closers of 
each set of the last-mentioned group being con 
nected in parallel and the several sets thereof 
being connected in a series circuit. 
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